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Pressure compensation in gas measurements
When measuring in a closed process a 4-20 mA process 
pressure signal can be connected to Atlantic. This 
pressure signal can then be used to compensate for 
pressure changes so that correct measurements are 
obtained. This is most useful when measuring % 
volume oxygen in gas. 

Safety First!
Atlantic has four relay outputs and 8 set points. There 
will always be at least one relay output that can be used 
to give alarm if the oxygen level goes too low or the 
temperature too high. And since Atlantic measures both 
parameters and has logical linking you only need to use 
one relay.

Timer functions
Atlantic has 8 timers that can be used for a number of 
purposes. For example, alarm can be delayed so that 
only a sustained fault results in alarm being given. 

Precise measurement in solutions
If the process fluid or water you measure in contains 
a constant concentration of salt or other dissolved 
solids you can set a constant compensation factor in 
Atlantic. If the salinity varies you can connect a 4-20 
mA signal corresponding to the salinity and Atlantic 
will vary the compensation automatically.

or O2% by volume and °C
Atlantic has a barometric pressure sensor, and the 
probe incorporates a temperature sensor. This gives
correct values of dissloved oxygen in both mg/l and 
% saturation. If you measure in air your % volume 
measurement will also be correct. And, of course, 
you don't need a separate temperature measurement.

mg/l (ppm), % saturation and °C
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Probe cleaner control

Anti-Fouling cap
If you measure in biologically active water membrane 
fouling can change the probe sensitivity. 
The OxyGuard Anti-Fouling Cap reduces such fouling 
significantly.

Intermittent measurements in gas.
Some gases contain large concentrations of 
compounds that would pollute the probe if 
measurement was continuous. The timers and relays 
in Atlantic can control a magnetic valve so that the 
"poisonous" gas is only fed to the probe at intervals. 
The output signal is "frozen" between measurements.

Measurements in EX areas.
The OxyGuard probe is a simple apparatus and does not 
need ATEX approval. In fact, you cannot obtain 
approval for something that doesn't need it.
There is, however, a limit to the non-conducting area that 
can be placed in classified areas, so you order the metal-
clad EX version of the probe and place two approved 
barriers between the probe and the transmitter.

Automatic Calibration
Calibration with Atlantic is easy. Just wipe the 
membrane,  place the probe in the air and start the 
process. The probe, as with all such probes, should 
be in temperature equilibrium with the air. Atlantic 
issues instructions in the display and will warn you 
if conditions are too unsteady to obtain a good 
calibration.
The OxyGuard probe is designed to have the 
longest possible calibration intervals. 

The OxyGuard Probe Cleaner uses compressed air, 
and has proved very effective. A timer and relay in 
Atlantic can control the compressed air, whilst a 
second timer "freezes" the output when cleaning.

Ambient Air Measurement
The Atlantic is ideal for monitoring air in rooms 
where other gases, for example nitrogen, are used. 
The Air Alarm probe holder is designed for this use.
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